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UNT CORE OBJECTIVES

Critical Thinking 

Communication

Social Responsibility

Teamwork

Students will articulate relationships between a piece of twentieth-century music and its 

historical, functional, and cultural/social contexts 

Students will apply concepts from the course to other examples of music in/as 

representative of culture  

Working as a team, students will collaborate to create a conceptual idea and supporting 

ideological tenets; develop a piece of creative performance art; construct a group essay 

to explain the concept and musical choices; and perform the piece for the class. 

COURSE OBJECTIVES

Office: MUS260C 

Office Hours: MW 12-1pm 

Adam La Spata 

adam.laspata@unt.edu 



READING TECHNOLOGY

ASSIGNMENTS GRADING

HOW DO I TURN THINGS IN?
New Music Concert Reviews are due at 
11.59pm on Sundays. Music & Media Reports 

are due at 10.59am on a WF before class. 

Submit assignments on Blackboard. Make sure 

you follow the guidelines on how to upload 

your assignment properly and that your 

written work is Blackboard compatible. 

Check Syllabus Appendix I: Assignment 
Packet in the Course Overview Module for 

more information.

Alex Ross, The Rest is Noise: Listening to the 
Twentieth Century
Lots of stuff on the internet 

In-Class Activities 

Group Activities 

Course Overview Quiz 

New Music Concert Reviews

Music & Media Reports 

Final Group Project 

900-999  

800-899  

700-799    

600-699    

0-599       

A - Awesome! 

B - Right on! 

C - Passing 

D - Barely 

F - Come on, now.

1000-point scale
100 points 
200 points 
25 points 
150 points 
250 points 
275 points

iClicker REEF 

Google Classroom 

Blackboard 



WHAT DO I DO, WHEN?

WHEN DO I TURN STUFF IN? 

WHAT ABOUT LATE WORK?
I won't accept the following work late: 

Course Overview Quiz - In-Class Activities 

(Individual and Group) - Final Group Essay 

I will accept the following work late: 

Media Reports - Concert Reviews 

* Late work must be submitted no longer than 
two weeks after the original deadline and will be 

marked down one full letter grade.

The Weekly Blackboard Modules contain 

that week's objectives, readings, 

activities, and assignment information. 

This is a discussion-based lecture course. 

That means, class will be made up 

of short lectures and discussion-based 
learning activities. 

For an overview of all assignments and 

due dates, see Syllabus Appendix I: 
Assignment Packet in the Course 

Overview Module. 

In-Class Group Activities: Weeks 2-15 

Course Overview Quiz: Week 2

Media Reports: Weeks 4, 6, 8, 10, & 12

Concert Reviews: Weeks 9 & 14

Final Essay & Performance: Weeks 14 - 15

PLAGIARISM
If you plagiarize your work, you'll receive 
no credit for it, and I will report the 

infraction to the Dean of Students. If I think 

it's somehow accidental, I may allow you to 

rework the assignment for partial credit. 

You can see my full policy in Syllabus 
Appendix II: Policies in the Course 

Overview Module. 

BE HERE
This class doesn't have an attendance 
policy. That said, you can't make up in- 

class activities if you're absent. There are 

no exceptions and no differentiation 

between an excused or unexcused 

absence. 

I've scheduled more in-class activities than 

you need to receive full points, so you can 

miss a few without penalty.
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MUMH3010.001	
Fall,	2017	
Dr.	April	Prince	
april.prince@unt.edu		
Syllabus	Appendix	I:	Assignment	Packet	
	
Assignment	 Point	Breakdown	 Total	Point	for	Category	
In-Class	Activities		 	 300	(30%)	

Individual	Participation	Activities	
Reef	Polling	

100	 	

Group	Activities	
14	opportunities	to	earn	full	points	
10x20	points	each	
	
Problem-Based	Learning	Exercises	

200	 	

	 	 	
Course	Overview	Quiz	 	 25	(2.5%)	
	 	 	
Writing	Assignments	 	 400	(40%)	

New	Music	Concert	Reviews	(Essays)	
2	x	75	points	

150	 	

Music	&	Media	Reports		
5	x	50	points	

250	 	

	 	 	
Final	Group	Project	 	 275	(27.5%)	

Workdays		
6	opportunities	to	earn	full	points	
5	x	20	points	each	

100	 	

Performance/Work		 100	 	
Essay		 50	 	
Group	Assessment	 25	 	

	
Grade	Equivalence		
The	grade	of	“A”	will	be	assigned	for	excellent	academic	work.	A	grade	of	“B”	will	be	assigned	for	good	work.	A	grade	of	“C”	
will	be	assigned	for	fair	work.	A	grade	of	“D”	will	be	assigned	for	work	that	minimally	passes.	A	grade	of	“F”	will	be	assigned	
for	failing	work.	(http://registrar.unt.edu/grades/understand-your-grade-report)	Grades	will	be	calculated	according	to	the	
following	scale:	

	
900-1000	A	 800-899	B	 700-799	C	 600-699	D	 0-599	F	

	
This	packet	contains	all	assignments.	Here	you’ll	find	general	guidelines,	required	content,	formatting	and	submission	
guidelines,	and	grading	rubrics.		
	
The	assignments	in	this	packet	are	ordered	accordingly:	

• In-Class	Activities	
o Individual	
o Group	

• Course	Overview	Quiz	
• New	Music	Concert	Reviews	

• Music	&	Media	Reports	
• Final	Group	Project	

o Performance	
o Essay	
o In-Class	Workdays	
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MUMH3010.001	
Dr.	April	Prince	
april.prince@unt.edu		
In-Class	Activities	
Course	Overview	Quiz	(Due	end	of	Week	2,	Sunday	@	11.59pm)	
Assignment	Guidelines	
	
Individual	Activities	
During	each	class	session,	students	will	produce	a	variety	of	responses:	short	writing	assignments,	responses	to	multiple	
choice	questions,	discussion	questions.	These	submissions	will	be	completed	via	iClicker	Reef.	Each	class	will	total	around	5	
points.	 The	 total	 number	 of	 points	 that	 you	 can	 earn	 during	 the	 semester	 is	 capped	 at	 100.	 Since	 you	 will	 have	 the	
opportunity	to	answer	more	questions	than	are	required	to	reach	100,	you	can	still	build	100	points	even	if	you	miss	a	couple	
of	 classes	 or	 answer	 some	questions	 incorrectly.	 Further,	 because	will	 be	 given	more	 than	100	points	worth	of	 polling	
questions	throughout	the	semester,	you	may	not	make	up	missed	questions,	regardless	whether	you	have	forgotten	to	bring	
a	response	device,	you	are	 late	to	class,	or	you	miss	class.	Again,	there	 is	no	makeup	for	missed	questions.	 (If	you	have	
extenuating	circumstances,	please	notify	me	so	that	we	may	work	together	to	ensure	your	success	in	learning	the	material.)		
	
Please	Note:	 If	 you	abuse	your	 iClicker	Reef	privilege	by	 responding	 in	disrespectful	or	 inappropriate	ways,	your	polling	
ability	will	be	will	be	suspended	for	the	remainder	of	the	semester,	meaning	you	forfeit	all	remaining	in-class	participation	
points.		

	
Academic	Integrity:	The	misuse	of	iClicker	Reef	will	be	considered	a	violation	of	proper	student	conduct	and	will	be	treated	
as	 cheating.	 For	 this	 class,	 iClicker	Reef	 is	 to	be	used	as	a	 learning	 tool	by	 you	 in	 the	 classroom.	Misuse	would	 include	
submitting	answers	for	a	friend	who	is	not	in	attendance	in	class,	submitting	answers	when	you	are	absent,	having	someone	
else	submit	answers	for	you	when	you	are	absent,	or	any	other	use	of	iClicker	Reef	by	which	you	are	not	submitting	your	
own	work	in	class.	
	
Group	Activities	
Nearly	every	Wednesday	or	Friday	meeting	will	 include	a	problem-based	 learning	activity.	Ten	of	 these	activities	will	be	
graded.	You	will	complete	these	tasks	with	your	core	group	and	submit	your	work	via	Blackboard,	Google	Classroom,	or	in	
hard	 copy.	 These	 discussion	 days	 will	 incorporate	 different	 kinds	 of	 activities,	 depending	 on	 that	 week’s	 topic.	 Some	
possibilities:	
	

- Groups	react	to	source	material,	decide	on	a	“stance,”	and	prepare	talking	points	to	discuss	and	debate		
- Groups	are	assigned	a	“stance”	based	on	the	assigned	source	material	and	must	 find	evidence	to	support	and	

defend	this	assigned	position	
- Groups	complete	a	prepared	assignment	and	then	discuss	and	debate	
- Groups	search	out	popular	media	and	music,	apply	concepts,	and	generate	analyses	to	discuss	and	debate		

	
Course	Overview	Quiz	
There	is	a	short,	25-question	quiz	over	the	Course	Overview	Module.	Any	informational	item	or	document	contained	therein	
is	fair	game	for	the	quiz,	so	make	sure	you	take	a	look	at	everything	in	that	module.	There	will	be	25	multiple	choice	and	
true/false	questions.	Each	question	is	worth	one	point.	You	will	have	two	attempts	to	complete	the	quiz.	
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MUMH3010.001	
Dr.	A.	Prince	
april.prince@unt.edu	
New	Music	Concert	Reviews	
Assignment	Guidelines	
Due:	End	of	Weeks	9	and	14	(Sundays	@	11.59pm)	
	
General	Information	
Steve	Cantrell	has	retired	from	writing	for	the	Dallas	Morning	News.	You’ve	been	asked	to	fill	in.	You	need	to	find	an	new	
music	 concert	 and	write	 a	 solid,	 engaging	 review.	 Your	 review	 should	 give	 an	 overview	 of	 your	 experience,	while	 also	
reflecting	on	your	take	on	the	value	of	“new	music”	in	today’s	world.	Take	a	look	at	some	of	Cantrell’s	work	for	reference.	
We’ll	also	analyze	a	variety	of	concert	reviews	in	class	to	get	a	sense	of	what	it	means	to	write	one.	
	
Since	this	is	a	course	on	20th-century	music,	you	can	only	attend	concerts	sponsored	by	the	composition	division	at	UNT.	
There	are	three	concerts	before	your	first	deadline	and	three	concerts	after.	Please	put	two	of	these	events	on	your	calendar	
now	to	fulfill	this	requirement.	
	
You	can	find	all	upcoming	concerts	at	UNT	here:	https://composition.music.unt.edu/calendar/concerts.	I’ve	also	listed	them	
below	with	their	time	and	locations.	
	

Concert	Series	 Date	 Time	 Concert	Sponsor/Focus	 Location	(UNT	College	of	Music)	

Spectrum	 Tue,	10	Oct	2017	 8:00	pm	
Sponsored	by	Composers	
Forum	

MEIT:	Merril	Ellis	Intermedia	
Theater	(1001)	

CEMI	Event	 Sat,	21	Oct	2017	 6:30	pm	 CEMIcircles	Concert	1	
MEIT:	Merril	Ellis	Intermedia	
Theater	(1001)	

CEMI	Event	 Sat,	21	Oct	2017	 8:00	pm	 CEMIcircles	Concert	2	
MEIT:	Merril	Ellis	Intermedia	
Theater	(1001)	

Spectrum	 Tue,	7	Nov	2017	 8:00	pm	
Sponsored	by	Composers	
Forum	 RH:	Recital	Hall	(301)	

Nova	Ensemble	 Mon,	13	Nov	2017	 8:00	pm	
Contemporary	chamber	
repertoire	 VCH:	Voertman	Concert	Hall	(254)	

Spectrum	 Tue,	28	Nov	2017	 8:00	pm	
Sponsored	by	Composers	
Forum	 VCH:	Voertman	Concert	Hall	(254)	

	
	
UNT	College	of	Music	Map:	https://music.unt.edu/sites/default/files/UNT-Music-Building-Map.pdf	
	
Formatting	and	Submission	Guidelines	

Your	essay	should	be	2-3	pages,	doubled-spaced,	and	typed	in	12-point	Times,	Arial,	or	Cambria	font	with	1”	margins	
on	each	side	of	the	page.	Include	media	and	images	to	enhance	your	arguments.	(It’s	okay	if	your	media	pushes	you	

over	the	page	limit	a	bit,	especially	if	you	decide	to	incorporate	throughout	your	review,	as	opposed	to	including	only	
at	the	end.)	Under	no	circumstances	will	emailed	submissions	be	accepted.	Please	submit	directly	to	Blackboard.	Please	

cite	all	source	material	appropriately	(MLA,	Chicago,	APA	–	your	style	choice!)	and	carefully	proof-read	your	work.		
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Required	Content	
- Introduction:	This	section	has	an	exciting	opening	hook	and	clearly	sets	up	the	import	and	relevance	of	concert	

and	the	main	points	of	focus	for	your	review.	You	should	have	a	solid	thesis,	which	identifies	this	main	point	of	
focus.	(1	paragraph)	

- Frame/Context	for	Concert:	Give	a	little	context	of	one-two	of	the	pieces	that	were	performed	and	the	space	within	

which	they	were	performed.	Take	a	look	at	the	program	notes	and	do	some	additional	research	online.	Were	you	
familiar	with	these	composers	and	pieces	before	the	concert?	How	did	the	context	change	your	understanding	of	

the	music	at	hand?	How	did	the	music	intersect	with	our	discussion	of	twentieth-century	music	and	some	of	the	
most	 important	 composers	 at	 the	 center	 of	 those	 style	movements?	 (Be	 sure	 to	 cite	 your	 sources,	 even	 the	

program	notes!)	(2-3	paragraphs)	
- Personal	Spin	on	the	Concert:	This	 is	your	take	on	concert	 itself.	What	did	you	find	successful	or	unsuccessful?	

What	pieces	stood	out	to	you	the	most?	Why?	Try	to	describe	how	they	made	you	feel,	while	also	engaging	with	

a	few	musical	elements	you’ve	been	learning.	Try	to	listen	carefully	throughout	the	concert.	Are	you	successful	
when	just	focusing	on	the	music?	Why	or	why	not?	What	do	you	like?	What	didn’t	you	like?		(2-3	paragraphs)	

- Final	Thoughts:	This	section	discusses	the	meaning/power	of	“new”	music.	Here,	I	would	like	you	to	reflect	on	the	
relevance	of	“new	art	music”	in	today’s	world.	Can	you	connect	with	this	kind	of	concert	experience?	Why	or	why	

not?	Why	does	this	music	matter	(or	not)	to	you?	Can	you	see	traces	of	the	music	you	love	in	this	music?	Why	or	
why	not?	(2-3	paragraphs)	

- Media:	Like	Cantrell,	please	include	4	or	pieces	of	media	to	enhance	your	review,	one	of	which	must	be	a	selfie	of	

you	in	at	the	concert.	Try	to	go	with	a	few	friends	from	class	and	take	your	picture	together.		This	media	you	include	
could	be	images	from	the	hall,	 images	of	the	performers,	etc.	Try	to	think	about	images	that	will	enhance	your	

review	and	make	it	“real”	to	the	reader.	Check	out	Cantrell’s	images	for	a	guide.	Please	carefully	caption	all	artwork.	
You	can	include	the	media	throughout	your	review,	or	just	include	it	all	at	the	end.	Images	will	not	count	towards	

your	page	length.	
	
Automatic	Deductions:	

• You	have	no	“evidence”	of	concert:	-15	points	(Evidence	includes	a	selfie	of	you	at	the	event.)	
• You	write	over	concert	before	this	semester	started:	No	credit	for	the	review,	a	zero	is	recorded.		
• You	write	over	a	concert	that	isn’t	on	the	list	above:	No	credit	for	the	review,	a	zero	is	recorded.	

	
FAQs	
How	do	I	insert	the	image	of	my	program	and/or	selfie?	(TurnItIn	won’t	allow	me	to	upload	an	additional	pdf	for	jpeg.)	

Supplemental	images	and	media	links	need	to	be	incorporated	directly	into	your	paper.			Please	just	add	them	in	
the	body	or	conclusion	of	your	paper	as	you	reference	particular	details	or	aspects	(See	Figure	1,	See	Music	Video	
“xyz.com,”	 etc.).	 You	 cannot	 email	 these	 images	 separately,	 as	 noted	 on	 the	 formatting/submission	
guidelines.	Turnitin	also	won't	allow	you	to	attach	additional	pdfs,	etc.		
	
You	can	enter	pictures	as	pdfs	or	jpegs	(or	other	file	formats)	into	a	Word	or	any	other	kind	of	document.	Often,	
you	simply	select	the	image	and	paste/drop	it	into	your	document.	Google	around	online	or	use	the	help	feature	
in	the	program	you’re	using	if	you	can’t	figure	it	out;	you	might	also	contact	BB	IT.			

	
How	should	I	cite	my	source	material?	

You	must	fully	cite	additional	outside	sources	that	you	use	to	provide	“background”	information	on	the	pieces	of	
choice.	Please	reference	the	author’s	name	in	parentheses	after	quotes	or	paraphrasing.	Please	include	a	more	
formal	citation	(whatever	your	style	preference—Chicago,	MLA,	or	APA)	at	your	paper’s	conclusion.		
	
Remember:	you	must	cite	program	notes!	TurnItIn	doesn’t	play.	This	program	will	note	every	quote,	sentence,	or	
word	choice	that	is	similar	to	another	source.	Make	sure	your	citations	are	clear.	

	
Can	I	use	a	concert	I	went	to	last	summer,	last	year	–	sometime	before	I	started	taking	this	class?	

No!		You	must	use	a	concert	that	you’ve	attended	this	semester	while	taking	this	course.	You	will	NOT	receive	
credit	if	you	analyze	a	concert	that	took	place	before	August	28.	
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I’ve	uploaded	my	paper	and	need	to	make	changes,	what	do	I	do?	

Please	contact	the	instructor	or	teaching	assistants	and	ask	them	to	“clear”	you	attempt	in	Blackboard.		After	
your	first	attempt	is	cleared,	you	can	resubmit	your	revised	paper.	

	
How	do	I	view	comments	and	my	rubric	scores	in	TurnItIn?	
	 Check	out	these	guidelines	here:		

http://www2.le.ac.uk/offices/itservices/ithelp/services/blackboard-student/assessment/student-view	
	
Grading	
Your	Concert	Review	will	be	graded	based	on	the	rubric	criteria	outlined	below.	
Criteria	 Advanced	 Proficient		 Developing		 Beginning		

I.	Introduction	 Has	an	exciting	opening	
hook,	clearly	sets	up	the	
import	and	relevance	of	
concert	and	focus	for	
review.	

Has	an	okay	opening	hook,	sets	
up	the	import	and	relevance	of	
concert	and	focus	for	review.	

Has	unexciting/	no	opening	
hook,	a	bit	general,	doesn’t	
clearly	outline	the	import	
and	relevance	of	concert	
and	focus	for	review.		

Overly	vague	and	does	
little	to	address	meaning	
or	import	of	concert	in	
any	real	way.	

Points	 5	 4	 3	 2	
II.	Frames	concert	by	
putting	it	in	context.	
	
Give	context	of	one-
two	of	the	pieces	
that	were	performed	
and	the	space	within	
which	they	were	
performed.	

Excellent	discussion	of	
concert	and	the	music’s	
cultural	context		
	

Good	discussion	of	concert	and	
the	music’s	cultural	context		
	

Okay	discussion	of	concert	
and	the	music’s	cultural	
context		
	

Minimal	discussion	of	
concert	and	music’s	
cultural	context		

Points	 20	 17	 14	 11	
III.	Personal	spin	on	
the	concert	
	
What	did	you	think?	
What	did	you	like?	
What	did	you	not	
like?	Why?	How	
would	describe	the	
music	to	support	
your	conclusions?		
	
Possible	points	of	
musical	analysis:		
how	you	feel,	musical	
elements,	lyrical	
meaning.	

Detailed	analysis	of	
personal	spin	on	what	the	
concert	has	accomplished		
	
AND		
	
Includes	powerful	and	
nuanced	discussion	of	1-2	
pieces/songs	that	stand	out	
and	enhance	the	review		
	
	

Good	analysis	of	personal	spin	
on	what	the	concert	has	
accomplished		
	
AND		
	
Includes	good	discussion	of	1-2	
pieces/	songs	that	stand	out	
and	enhance	the	review	
	
	

Okay	analysis	of	personal	
spin	on	what	the	concert	
has	accomplished		
	
OR		
	
Includes	very	general,	
vague	discussion	of	only	
one	piece/song	
	

Minimal	personal	spin	on	
what	the	concert	has	
accomplished		
	
AND		
	
Does	not	include	detailed	
discussions	of	at	least	one	
piece/song	
	
	

Points	 20	 17	 14	 11	
IV.	Final	Thoughts		
	
What	is	the	meaning	
of	the	concert	and	
music	in	today’s	
culture?	Does	this	
music	“matter”	
today?	Does	it	matter	
more	or	less	than	
your	other	concert	
experience?	Why	or	
why	not?	
	

Excellent,	detailed,	and	
powerful	response	to	the	
“meaning”	of	the	concert	
in/as	today’s	culture	by	
reflecting	on	the	power	of	
new	music	in	today’s	world		

Good	response	to	the	
“meaning”	of	the	concert	in/as	
today’s	culture	by	reflecting	on	
the	power	of	new	music	in	
today’s	world	
	

Okay	discussion	of	the	
“meaning”	of	the	concert	
in/as	today’s	culture	by	
reflecting	on	the	power	of	
new	music	in	today’s	world	
	

Overly	vague	and	does	
little	to	address	meaning	
in	any	real	way		

Points	 20	 17	 14	 11	
V.	Images	&	Media		
	
Options	to	include:	
YouTube	links	of	song	
analyzed,	images	that	
speak	to	your	
experience,	other	

Advanced	-	incorporates	
fun/relevant	media	links	
and	images	to	enhance	
review	

Proficient	–	incorporates	media,	
but	not	particularly	relevant	to	
review	

Developing	–	incorporates	
one	piece	of	media	to	
enhance	review	

Incorporates	no	fun/	
relevant	media	links	and	
images	to	enhance	review	
–	only	includes	concert	
proof.	
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work	of	artist(s)	to	
support	your	
conclusions,	album	
artwork,	bio	shots,	
etc.	

Points	 5	 4	 3	 1	
VI.	Mechanics		 1-2	minor	incidents	

(isolated	spelling,	grammar,	
syntax)	

3-4	incidents,	pervasive	
punctuation	issues	or	1-2	syntax	
issues	

Frequent	spelling	issues,	
multiple	syntax	problems,	
unclear	organization	

Numerous	syntax	issues,	
poor	organization	

Points	 5	 4	 3	 1	
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MUMH3010.001	
Dr.	A.	Prince	
april.prince@unt.edu	
Music	&	Media	Reports	
Assignment	Guidelines	
Due:	End	of	Weeks	4,	6,	8,	10,	12	(Wednesdays	or	Fridays	@	10.59am)	
	
General	Information	
You	will	complete	five	Music	&	Media	Reports	over	the	course	of	the	semester.		
	
Instructions:	Please	type	directly	into	the	attached	worksheet.	You	must	respond	to	each	criterion,	and	your	response	should	
range	from	150-250	words.	Please	write	in	a	structured,	narrative	style	(i.e.:	no	bullet	points!).	Each	report	will	have	a	general	
prompt,	related	to	the	concepts	of	social	responsibility	(Core	Learning	Objective);	ultimately,	these	reports	ask	you	to	engage	
with	a	specific	prompt,	while	also	considering	how	the	music	relates	to	its	cultural	and	historical	context.	These	reports	also	
give	you	freedom	to	choose	music	and	examples	that	resonate	with	you.	
	
You	will	be	asked	to	answer	this	prompt	as	related	to	its	cultural	and	civic	import,	including	popular	academic	articles	(i.e.	
Rolling	 Stone,	 NPR,	 New	 York	 Times,	 etc.),	 musical	 examples,	 and	 additional	 context	 (i.e.	Wikipedia)	 to	 enhance	 your	
arguments.	Each	section	of	your	response	should	include	a	reference	to	your	chosen	popular	academic	articles.	Please	be	
prepared	to	discuss	your	report	with	your	group	and	the	class	as	a	whole.

Formatting	and	Submission	Guidelines	
Please	 type	 directly	 into	 the	 provided	 worksheet	 for	 each	 report,	 typing	 your	 response	 where	 indicated	 by	 “Student	
Response.”	You	should	download	the	rubric,	and	then	save	and	upload	the	rubric	as	a	new	document.	Please	don’t	copy	
and	paste	into	the	Blackboard	submission	box,	but	upload	as	an	attachment.	Your	media	report	should	be	the	only	content	
you	upload;	please	do	not	include	the	additional	directions.	
	
Grading	
Music	&	Media	Reports	will	be	graded	in	conjunction	with	the	rubric	(or	similar	version,	depending	on	the	prompt)	below.	

	
	 Advanced	 Proficient	 Developing	 Beginning	
Acknowledge	
Perspectives		

Exceptional	ability	to	
articulate	insights	into	
diverse	cultural/	
intercultural	perspectives	
including	one’s	own	
cultural	rules	and	biases	
in	relationship	to	musical	
genre	at	hand	

Advanced	recognition	and	
articulation	of	diverse	
cultural/intercultural	
perspectives	including	
one’s	own	cultural	rules	
and	biases	in	relationship	
to	musical	genre	at	hand	

Adequate	understanding	
of	diverse	cultural/	
international			
perspectives	including	
one’s	own	cultural	rules	
and	biases	in	relationship	
to	musical	genre	at	hand	

Surface	understanding	
of	and	insights	into	
diverse	cultural	
perspectives	including	
one’s	own	cultural	
rules	and	biases	in	
relationship	to	musical	
genre	at	hand	

Points	 10	 8	 7	 5	
Apply	
Perspectives	

Demonstrates	
exceptional	ability	to	
assume	a	perspective	
other	than	one’s	own	
and	express	empathy	
for	diverse	
perspectives		

Demonstrates	advanced	
ability	to	assume	a	
perspective	other	than	
one’s	own	and	express	
empathy	for	diverse	
perspectives	

Demonstrates	adequate	
ability	to	assume	a	
perspective	other	than	
one’s	own	and	express	
empathy	for	diverse	
perspectives	

Demonstrates	minimal	
ability	to	assume	a	
perspective	other	than	
one’s	own	and	
expresses	limited	
empathy	for	diverse	
perspectives	

Points	 10	 8	 7	 5	
Acknowledge	
Civic	
Responsibility	

A	complex	and	fully	
developed	combination	of	
knowledge,	skills,	values,	
and	motivation	as	they	
relate	to	the	
community/civic	issue	that	
song/genre	explores,	
advocates,	or	critiques	

An	advanced	and	well	
developed	combination	of	
knowledge,	skills,	values,	
and	motivation	as	they	
relate	to	the	
community/civic	issue	that	
song/genre	explores,	
advocates,	or	critiques	

An	adequate	and	
acceptably	developed	
combination	of	knowledge,	
skills,	values,	and	
motivation	as	they	relate	
to	the	community/civic	
issue	that	song/genre	
explores,	advocates,	or	
critiques	

A	surface	understanding	
of	knowledge,	skills,	
values,	and	motivation	
involved	in	civic	
responsibility	and	
difficulty	relating	to	the	
community/civic	issue	
that	song/genre	explores,	
advocates,	or	critiques	
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Points	 10	 8	 7	 5	
Apply	Civic	
Responsibility	

Demonstrates	
community/civic	
engagement	through	
reflection	on	community	
based	action	that	the	
song/genre	explores,	
advocates,	or	critiques	

Demonstrates	civic	
engagement	through	
reflection	on	community	
based	action	that	the	
song/genre	explores,	
advocates,	or	critiques	

Demonstrates	civic	
engagement	through	
reflection	on	community	
based	action	that	the	
song/genre	explores,	
advocates,	or	critiques	

Demonstrates	civic	
engagement	through	
reflection	on	community	
based	action	that	the	
song/genre	explores,	
advocates,	or	critiques	

Points	 10	 8	 7	 5	
Personal	
Development	

Articulates	insights	about	
personal	attitudes,	
behaviors	or	beliefs	
seeking	complexity	and	
understanding	and	
recognizing	cultural	
biases,	resulting	in	a	shift	
in	self-description.	

Recognizes	new	
perspectives	about	own	
personal	attitudes,	
behaviors	or	beliefs	(e.g.	not	
looking	for	sameness;	
comfortable	with	the	
complexities	that	new	
perspectives	offer.)		

Identifies	own	personal	
attitudes,	behaviors	or	
beliefs	(e.g.	with	a	strong	
preference	for	those	rules	
shared	with	own	cultural	
group	and	seeks	the	same	in	
others.)		

Shows	minimal	
awareness	of	own	
personal	attitudes,	
behaviors	or	beliefs	
(even	those	shared	with	
own	cultural	
group(s)(e.g.		
uncomfortable	with	
identifying	possible	
cultural	differences	
with	others.)		

Points	 10	 8	 7	 5	
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MUMH3010.001	
Dr.	A.	Prince	
april.prince@unt.edu	
Music	&	Media	Report	1	
Assignment	Guidelines	
Due:	End	of	Week	4	(Friday	@	11.59pm)	
	
Instructions:	Please	type	directly	into	this	provided	rubric.	You	must	respond	to	each	criterion,	and	your	response	should	
range	from	150-250	words.	Please	write	in	a	structured,	narrative	style	(i.e.:	no	bullet	points!).	Each	report	will	have	a	general	
prompt,	related	to	the	concepts	of	social	responsibility	(Core	Learning	Objective);	ultimately,	these	reports	ask	you	to	engage	
with	a	specific	prompt,	while	also	considering	how	the	music	relates	to	its	cultural	and	historical	context.	You	will	be	asked	
to	answer	this	prompt	as	related	to	its	cultural	and	civic	import,	including	popular	academic	articles	(i.e.	Rolling	Stone,	NPR,	
New	York	Times,	etc.),	musical	examples,	and	additional	context	(i.e.	Wikipedia)	to	enhance	your	arguments.	Each	section	
of	your	response	should	include	a	reference	to	your	chosen	popular	academic	articles.	Please	be	prepared	to	discuss	your	
report	with	your	group	and	the	class	as	a	whole.	
	
Prompt:	Over	this	first	unit,	we	have	discussed	the	concept	of	“music	and	tradition.”	For	this	first	report,	I	ask	you	to	pick	
one	of	your	favorite	genres	of	music	(country,	rap,	hip-hop,	indie,	Americana,	opera,	musicals,	etc.).	You	will	then	reflect	on	
this	genre’s	traditions,	while	also	discussing	songs/musical	examples	those	that	break	or	upend	those	traditions.	In	essence,	
you’ll	 need	 to	 choose	 a	 song	 that	 helps	 you	make	 your	 argument	 regarding	 this	 genre’s	 traditions,	 and	 then	 choose	 a	
different	song	that	you	feel	most	powerfully	transforms	or	challenges	these	traditions.	
	
Genre:		
	
Artist	and	Songs	(Performers	and	Musical	Work):	

	 Traditional:	

	 Challenging	Tradition:	

YouTube	Links	of	Songs:	

Links	to	Three	Popular	Academic	Articles/Wikipedia	for	Context:	

	
Assessment	Criteria	 Points	

Acknowledges	Perspectives:		
How	would	you	describe	the	genre	of	your	choice?	How	does	the	song	you	chose	exemplify	this	
genre?	Please	outline	specific	musical	elements	to	enhance	your	argument.	Reference	your	
academic	sources	as	needed.		
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Apply	Perspectives:	
How	can	you	understand	the	cultural	perspective	from	which	this	“traditional”	song	was	written	
(or	this	work	staged)?	What	does	it	mean	to	the	performers?	What	does	it	mean	to	its	intended	
audience?	How	do	the	lyrics	and	sound	of	the	music	communicate	how	you	understand	this	
perspective?	If	there	is	a	music	video,	how	does	the	video	communicate	perspectives	and	issues	
at	hand?	Reference	your	academic	sources.	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Acknowledges	Perspectives:		
How	would	you	describe	the	song	that	breaks	or	upends	the	traditions	within	your	genre	of	
choice?	How	does	the	song	you	chose	challenge	the	boundaries	of	this	genre?	Please	outline	
specific	musical	elements	to	enhance	your	argument.	Reference	your	academic	sources.	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	
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Apply	Perspectives:	
How	can	you	understand	the	cultural	perspective	from	which	this	more	“untraditional”	song	was	
written	(or	this	work	staged)?	What	does	it	mean	to	the	performers?	What	does	it	mean	to	its	
intended	audience?	How	do	the	lyrics	and	sound	of	the	music	communicate	how	you	understand	
this	perspective?	If	there	is	a	music	video,	how	does	the	video	communicate	perspectives	and	
issues	at	hand?	Reference	your	academic	sources.	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Personal	Development:	
Why	is	this	genre	your	favorite?	What	does	it	mean	to	you?	How	do	you	feel	when	you	listen	to	
the	songs	you	chose?	What	musical	aspects	contribute	to	that	feeling?	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Total	Points	Earned:	 __/50	
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MUMH3010.001	
Dr.	A.	Prince	
april.prince@unt.edu	
Music	&	Media	Report	2	
Assignment	Guidelines	
Due:	End	of	Week	6	(Friday	@	10.59am)	
	
Instructions:	Please	type	directly	into	this	provided	rubric.	You	must	respond	to	each	criterion,	and	your	response	should	
range	from	150-250	words.	Please	write	in	a	structured,	narrative	style	(i.e.:	no	bullet	points!).	Each	report	will	have	a	general	
prompt,	related	to	the	concepts	of	social	responsibility	(Core	Learning	Objective);	ultimately,	these	reports	ask	you	to	engage	
with	a	specific	prompt,	while	also	considering	how	the	music	relates	to	its	cultural	and	historical	context.	You	will	be	asked	
to	answer	this	prompt	as	related	to	its	cultural	and	civic	import,	including	popular	academic	articles	(i.e.	Rolling	Stone,	NPR,	
New	York	Times,	etc.),	musical	examples,	and	additional	context	(i.e.	Wikipedia)	to	enhance	your	arguments.	Each	section	
of	your	response	should	include	a	reference	to	your	chosen	popular	academic	articles.	Please	be	prepared	to	discuss	your	
report	with	your	group	and	the	class	as	a	whole.	
	
Prompt:	Our	second	big	unit	discusses	music	and	politics.	For	this	report,	please	find	a	political	song	of	your	choice	and	
contextualize	it!	You	can	choose	any	genre	from	any	era	throughout	history.	
	

	

Artist	and	Song	(Performers	and	Musical	Work):		

YouTube	Link	of	Song:	

Links	to	Three	Popular	Academic	Articles/Wikipedia	for	Context:	

Assessment	Criteria	 Points	

Acknowledges	Perspectives:		
How	does	your	song	speak	to	a	political	moment?	Is	this	song	inside	or	outside	of	your	own	
cultural	milieu?	How	do	you	know?	Please	outline	specific	musical	elements	to	enhance	your	
argument.	Reference	your	academic	sources.		
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Apply	Perspectives:	
How	can	you	understand	the	cultural	perspective	from	which	this	political	song	was	written	(or	
this	work	staged)?	What	does	it	mean	to	the	performers?	What	does	it	mean	to	its	intended	
audience?	How	do	the	lyrics	and	sound	of	the	music	communicate	how	you	understand	this	
perspective?	If	there	is	a	music	video,	how	does	the	video	communicate	perspectives	and	issues	
at	hand?	Reference	your	academic	sources.	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Acknowledge	Civic	Responsibility:	
How	does	this	song	intersect	with	civic,	public	life	and	the	affairs	of	regional,	national,	and/or	
global	communities?	(Civic	life	=	public	life	of	citizens.)	Why	does	it	“matter”	to	those	
communities?	Reference	your	academic	sources.	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Apply	Civic	Responsibility:	
How	does	this	song	influence	your	understanding	of	the	community,	civic	issues	at	hand?	What	
are	the	purposes	and	benefits	of	this	kind	of	musical	engagement?	Why	and	how	does	it	matter?	
Reference	your	academic	sources.	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	
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Personal	Development:	
How	do	you	feel	when	you	listen	to	the	genre?	Like	an	outsider?	Like	an	insider?	An	empathizer	
and/or	sympathizer?	How	do	your	own	cultural	biases	and	perspectives	allow	you	to	understand	
certain	aspects,	but	not	others?	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Total	Points	Earned																											 __/50	
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MUMH3010.001	
Dr.	A.	Prince	
april.prince@unt.edu	
Music	&	Media	Report	3	
Assignment	Guidelines	
Due:	End	of	Week	8	(Friday	@	10.59am)	
	
Instructions:	Please	type	directly	into	the	rubric	below.	You	must	respond	to	each	criterion,	and	your	response	should	range	
from	150-250	words.	Please	write	in	a	structured,	narrative	style	(i.e.:	no	bullet	points!).	Each	report	will	have	a	general	
prompt,	related	to	the	concepts	of	social	responsibility	(Core	Learning	Objective);	ultimately,	these	reports	ask	you	to	engage	
with	a	specific	prompt,	while	also	considering	how	the	music	relates	to	its	cultural	and	historical	context.	You	will	be	asked	
to	answer	this	prompt	as	related	to	its	cultural	and	civic	import,	including	popular	academic	articles	(i.e.	Rolling	Stone,	NPR,	
New	York	Times,	etc.),	musical	examples,	and	additional	 context	 (i.e.	Wikipedia)	 to	enhance	your	arguments.	Please	be	
prepared	to	discuss	your	report	with	your	group	and	the	class	as	a	whole.	
	
Prompt:	Over	these	past	couple	of	weeks,	we've	discussed	music	in	America,	especially	that	supported	by	the	Works	Projects	
Administration,	Federal	Music	Project,	and	Federal	Theater	Project.	Here	are	a	few	articles	that	provide	additional	overviews	
of	these	projects;	please	peruse	as	needed:	
	

- https://livingnewdeal.org/glossary/federal-music-project-fmp-1935-1943/	
- http://www.encyclopedia.com/economics/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/federal-music-project-

fmp	
- https://ensemblecincy.wordpress.com/2013/03/04/the-federal-music-project/	
- https://www.broward.org/library/bienes/lii10204.htm	
- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Music_Project	

	
For	this	media	report,	I’d	like	you	to	take	a	look	at	a	piece	or	two	of	music	that	was	somehow	associated	with	the	federal	
government’s	 support	 of	 the	 arts.	While	many	 “art”	musical	 pieces	were	 sponsored,	many	 folklorists	went	 throughout	
America	 to	 capture	 the	 sounds	 of	 everyday	 people.	 The	 list	 below	 contains	 all	 kinds	 of	 folk	 and	 art	musics,	 so	 choose	
something	that	interests	you!		
	
WPA	California	Folk	Music	Project	

The	 WPA	 California	 Folk	 Music	 Project	 is	 a	 multi-format	 ethnographic	 field	 collection	 that	 includes	 sound	
recordings,	still	photographs,	drawings,	and	written	documents	from	a	variety	of	European	ethnic	and	English-	and	
Spanish-speaking	communities	in	Northern	California.	The	collection	comprises	35	hours	of	folk	music	recorded	in	
twelve	languages	representing	numerous	ethnic	groups	and	185	musicians.	

This	elaborate	New	Deal	project	was	organized	and	directed	by	folk	music	collector	Sidney	Robertson	Cowell	for	
the	Northern	California	Work	Projects	Administration.	Sponsored	by	 the	University	of	California,	Berkeley,	and	
cosponsored	by	the	Archive	of	American	Folk	Song	(now	the	Archive	of	Folk	Culture,	American	Folklife	Center),	this	
undertaking	was	one	of	the	earliest	ethnographic	field	projects	to	document	European,	Slavic,	Middle	Eastern,	and	
English-	and	Spanish-language	folk	music	in	one	region	of	the	United	States.	

Federal	Music	Project	Mixtape	
The	WNYC	 and	Municipal	 Archives	 contain	 several	 FMP	 recordings	 of	 African	 American	 choral	 groups	 singing	
spirituals	 and	 other	 traditional	 songs.	 Through	 the	 cracks	 and	 pops	 come	 expressive	 vocal	 arrangements	 and	
breakout	solo	performances.		

	
Top	Five	WPA	Commissioned	Works	

It’s	ironic	that	the	greatest	financial	disaster	this	country	ever	faced	brought	about	one	of	its	richest	periods	of	
public	support	for	the	arts.	This	week,	the	Orpheus	Chamber	Orchestra	honors	the	Works	Progress	Administration,	
with	Gabriel’s	Guide	to	the	48	States.	The	song	cycle,	written	by	Gabriel	Kahane,	who	will	also	perform	with	the	
ensemble,	is	based	on	the	W.P.A.-funded	American	Guides,	which	employed	dozens	of	writers	across	the	country.	
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At	its	height,	the	W.P.A.,	through	its	Federal	Music	Project,	also	funded	more	than	16,000	musicians	and	almost	
300	performing	ensembles,	and	helped	bring	to	fruition	these	five	favorite	projects	from	that	era.	

Southern	Mosaic:	The	John	and	Ruby	Lomax	Southern	Recording	Expedition		
Southern	Mosaic:	The	John	and	Ruby	Lomax	1939	Southern	States	Recording	Trip	is	a	multi-format	ethnographic	
field	collection	 that	contains	sound	recordings,	 field	notes,	dust	 jackets,	and	other	manuscripts.	The	collection	
documents	the	Lomaxes'	three-month,	6,502-mile	trip	through	the	southern	United	States.	The	materials	include	
25	hours	of	folk	music	from	more	than	300	performers	that	feature	ballads,	blues,	children's	songs,	cowboy	songs,	
fiddle	tunes,	field	hollers,	 lullabies,	play-party	songs,	religious	dramas,	spirituals,	and	work	songs.	Photographic	
prints	from	the	Lomaxes'	other	Southern	states	expeditions	illustrate	the	collection.	

	
Florida	Folklife	from	the	WPA	Collections	

Florida	 Folklife	 from	 the	 WPA	 Collections,	 1937-1942,	 documents	 the	 music,	 history	 and	 culture	 of	 Florida.	
Completed	as	part	of	 the	Florida	Works	Project	Administration	program	this	collection	 includes	 the	music	and	
stories	of	the	various	ethnic	groups	throughout	Florida.	Also	included	are	performances	by	Zora	Neale	Hurston,	
Stetson	Kennedy,	Alton	Morris	and	other	noted	writers	and	artists.	
	
Florida	Folklife	from	the	WPA	Collections,	1937-1942,	provides	access	to	sound	recordings	of	regional	and	ethnic	
music	 of	 Floridians	 collected	 during	 the	 Great	 Depression.	 The	 collection	 also	 includes	 recording	 logs	 and	
transcriptions	of	interviews	conducted	by	fieldworkers.	Correspondence	between	field	personnel	and	the	Library	
of	Congress	regarding	the	collection	of	material	and	problems	encountered	with	recording	equipment	are	likewise	
included.	

	

	
Federal	Music	Project:		

Recording	of	a	Song	from	the	Collection	(YouTube,	Library	of	Congress,	etc.):		

Links	to	Three	Popular	Academic	Articles/Wikipedia	for	Context:	

	
Assessment	Criteria	 Points	

Acknowledges	Perspectives:		
How	does	your	song	speak	to	the	political	moment	during	the	WPA?	Is	this	song	inside	or	outside	
of	your	own	cultural	milieu?	Please	outline	specific	musical	elements	to	enhance	your	argument.	
Reference	your	academic	sources	as	needed.		
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Apply	Perspectives:	
How	can	you	understand	the	cultural	perspective	from	which	the	work	was	written	(or	this	work	
staged)?	What	does	it	mean	to	the	performers?	What	does	it	mean	to	its	intended	audience?	How	
do	the	 lyrics	and	sound	of	 the	music	communicate	how	you	understand	this	perspective?	How	
does	 this	 work	 relate	 to	 the	 WPA	 and	 early	 20th-century	 America?	 Reference	 your	 academic	
sources	as	needed.	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Acknowledge	Civic	Responsibility:	
How	does	this	song	intersect	with	civic,	public	life	and	the	affairs	of	regional,	national,	and/or	global	
communities?	 (Civic	 life	 =	 public	 life	 of	 citizens.)	Why	does	 it	 “matter”	 to	 those	 communities?	
Reference	your	academic	sources	as	needed.	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Apply	Civic	Responsibility:	 __/10	
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How	does	this	song	influence	your	understanding	of	the	community,	civic	issues	at	hand?	What	
are	the	purposes	and	benefits	of	this	kind	of	musical	engagement?	Why	and	how	does	it	matter?	
Reference	your	academic	sources	as	needed.	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

Personal	Development:	
How	do	you	feel	when	you	listen	to	this	collection?	Like	an	outsider?	Like	an	insider?	An	empathizer	
and/or	sympathizer?	How	do	your	own	cultural	biases	and	perspectives	allow	you	to	understand	
certain	aspects,	but	not	others?	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Total	Points	Earned																											 __/50	
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MUMH3010.001	
Dr.	A.	Prince	
april.prince@unt.edu	
Music	&	Media	Report	4	
Assignment	Guidelines	
Due:	Middle	of	Week	10	(Wednesday	@	10.59am)	
	
Instructions:	Please	type	directly	into	the	rubric	below.	You	must	respond	to	each	criterion,	and	your	response	should	range	
from	150-250	words.	Please	write	in	a	structured,	narrative	style	(i.e.:	no	bullet	points!).	Each	report	will	have	a	general	
prompt,	related	to	the	concepts	of	social	responsibility	(Core	Learning	Objective);	ultimately,	these	reports	ask	you	to	engage	
with	a	specific	prompt,	while	also	considering	how	the	music	relates	to	its	cultural	and	historical	context.	You	will	be	asked	
to	answer	this	prompt	as	related	to	its	cultural	and	civic	import,	including	popular	academic	articles	(i.e.	Rolling	Stone,	NPR,	
New	York	Times,	etc.),	musical	examples,	and	additional	 context	 (i.e.	Wikipedia)	 to	enhance	your	arguments.	Please	be	
prepared	to	discuss	your	report	with	your	group	and	the	class	as	a	whole.	
	
Prompt	4:	We're	starting	our	final	unit,	which	focuses	on	Music	and	the	Avant	Garde.	(See	the	Wikipedia	entry	on	the	avant-
garde	to	get	a	general	sense:	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avant-garde	if	necessary.)	For	this	report,	I'd	like	you	to	seek	out	
a	modern-day	work	of	performance	art.	Your	example	should	come	from	the	last	10	years.	If	this	term,	'performance	art'	is	
new	to	you,	I've	listed	a	few	resources	below.	I	can't	wait	to	see	what	you	find!	
	

Here	are	a	few	examples	to	get	you	thinking:	
	

• MOMA’s	discussion	of	conceptual	art.	
• Wikipedia'sentry	on	performance	art	more	generally.	
• A	French	artist	hatching	an	egg—turned	out,	he	did	it!	
• A	list	of	performance	art.	

	

 

Example	of	Performance	Art:			

Recording	or	Video	of	Art:		

Links	to	Three	Popular	Academic	Articles/Wikipedia	for	Context:	

	
Assessment	Criteria	 Points	

Acknowledges	Perspectives:		
How	would	you	describe	this	piece	of	performance	art?	Reference	your	academic	sources	as	
needed.		
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Apply	Perspectives:	
How	can	you	understand	the	cultural	perspective	from	which	this	art	was	written	(or	this	work	
staged)?	What	does	it	mean	to	the	performers?	What	does	it	mean	to	its	intended	audience?	
How	do	the	lyrics	(if	any)	and	sound	of	the	music	communicate	how	you	understand	this	
perspective?	Reference	your	academic	sources	as	needed.		
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Acknowledge	Civic	Responsibility:	
How	does	this	work	intersect	with	civic,	public	life	and	the	affairs	of	regional,	national,	and/or	
global	communities?	(Civic	life	=	public	life	of	citizens.)	Why	does	it	“matter”	to	those	
communities?	Reference	your	academic	sources	as	needed.	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	
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Apply	Civic	Responsibility:	
How	does	this	work	influence	your	understanding	of	the	community,	civic	issues	at	hand?	What	
are	the	purposes	and	benefits	of	this	kind	of	musical	engagement?	Why	and	how	does	it	matter?	
Reference	your	academic	sources	as	needed.	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Personal	Development:	
How	do	you	feel	when	you	watch	this	art?	Like	an	outsider?	Like	an	insider?	An	empathizer	
and/or	sympathizer?	How	do	your	own	cultural	biases	and	perspectives	allow	you	to	understand	
certain	aspects,	but	not	others?	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Total	Points	Earned																											 __/50	
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MUMH3010.001	
Dr.	A.	Prince	
april.prince@unt.edu	
Music	&	Media	Report	5	
Assignment	Guidelines	
Due:	Middle	of	Week	12	(Wednesday	@	10.59am)	
	
Instructions:	Please	type	directly	into	the	rubric	below.	You	must	respond	to	each	criterion,	and	your	response	should	range	
from	150-250	words.	Please	write	in	a	structured,	narrative	style	(i.e.:	no	bullet	points!).	Each	report	will	have	a	general	
prompt,	related	to	the	concepts	of	social	responsibility	(Core	Learning	Objective);	ultimately,	these	reports	ask	you	to	engage	
with	a	specific	prompt,	while	also	considering	how	the	music	relates	to	its	cultural	and	historical	context.	You	will	be	asked	
to	answer	this	prompt	as	related	to	its	cultural	and	civic	import,	including	popular	academic	articles	(i.e.	Rolling	Stone,	NPR,	
New	York	Times,	etc.),	musical	examples,	and	additional	 context	 (i.e.	Wikipedia)	 to	enhance	your	arguments.	Please	be	
prepared	to	discuss	your	report	with	your	group	and	the	class	as	a	whole.	
	
Prompt:	This	final	media	report	is	dedicated	to	the	overarching	concept	and	ideological	tenets	that	(however	loosely)	define	
your	final	creative	project.	For	this	report,	I	would	like	you	to	find	a	music/artwork	and	source	materials	that	resonate	(in	
some	way)	with	your	final	project.	Please	outline	the	goals	of	this	music/artwork	as	related	to	these	ideas	and	issues,	and	
analyze	how	the	piece	of	artwork	is	discussed	academically.	I’d	also	like	you	to	consider	why	this	artwork	matters	to	the	
performers,	audiences,	and	to	you.	
	
The	example	you	choose	can	be	explicitly	related	or	only	tangentially—it’s	up	to	you.	That	said,	the	example	should	have	
some	reference	to	the	big	ideas	your	group	is	exploring.	This	assignment	is	a	chance	for	your	group	to	not	only	solidify	the	
fundamental	 ideas	of	your	project	 (and	distinguish	 it	 from	other),	but	also	to	draw	together	a	variety	of	resources.	This	
report	should	be	submitted	individually	without	consultation	with	your	group.		
	
 

Example	of	Music/Artwork:			

Recording	or	Music/Artwork:			

Links	to	Three	Popular	Academic	Articles/Wikipedia	for	Context:	

	
Assessment	Criteria	 Points	

Acknowledges	Perspectives:		
How	would	you	describe	this	piece	of	music/artwork?	Reference	your	academic	sources	as	
needed.		
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Apply	Perspectives:	
How	can	you	understand	the	cultural	perspective	from	which	this	music/artwork	was	written	(or	
this	work	staged)?	What	does	it	mean	to	the	performers?	What	does	it	mean	to	its	intended	
audience?	How	do	the	lyrics	(if	any)	and	sound	of	the	music/artwork	communicate	how	you	
understand	this	perspective?	Reference	your	academic	sources	as	needed.		
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Acknowledge	Civic	Responsibility:	
How	does	this	work	intersect	with	civic,	public	life	and	the	affairs	of	regional,	national,	and/or	
global	communities?	(Civic	life	=	public	life	of	citizens.)	Why	does	it	“matter”	to	those	
communities?	Reference	your	academic	sources	as	needed.	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Apply	Civic	Responsibility:	 __/10	
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How	does	this	work	influence	your	understanding	of	the	community,	civic	issues	at	hand?	What	
are	the	purposes	and	benefits	of	this	kind	of	music/artwork	engagement?	Why	and	how	does	it	
matter?	Reference	your	academic	sources	as	needed.	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

Personal	Development:	
How	do	you	feel	when	you	watch	and	listen	to	this	music/artwork?	Like	an	outsider?	Like	an	
insider?	An	empathizer	and/or	sympathizer?	How	do	your	own	cultural	biases	and	perspectives	
allow	you	to	understand	certain	aspects,	but	not	others?	
	
Student	Response:	(150-250	words)	

__/10	

Total	Points	Earned																											 __/50	
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MUMH3010.001	
Dr.	A.	Prince	
april.prince@unt.edu	
Final	Creative	Project	
Assignment	Guidelines	
	 Essay	
	 Composition	
	 Group	Assessment	
Due:	Weeks	14	&	15	
	
Instructions:	On	the	day	of	your	final	performance,	your	group	must	also	submit	a	final	paper,	outlining	the	ideological	goals	
of	your	project,	your	performance	choices,	and	the	rationale	behind	these	choices.		Your	paper	should	serve	as	your	pointed	
and	powerful	introduction	to	your	composition.	To	keep	performances	professional,	please	read	directly	from	your	paper	
before	performing.	
	
Formatting	and	Submission	Guidelines	
Papers	should	be	1-2	pages,	written	in	12-point	font,	double-spaced,	with	1-inch	margins.	Please	cite	all	outside	sources	
appropriately.	 (APA,	 Chicago,	MLA	 –	 your	 choice!)	 Your	 group	will	 upload	 one	 copy	 of	 your	 final	 paper	 to	 Blackboard,	
submitting	only	one	copy	per	group.	
	
Required	Content	

- Introduction:	This	portion	of	your	paper	should	include	a	clear	thesis	that	states	the	big	concept	and	goals	of	
your	final	project.		This	section	asks	you	to	introduce	your	audience	to	the	big	goals	of	your	project.	You	could	
include	big	philosophical	ideas,	aesthetic	issues,	or	the	core	components	of	your	ideas.	(1	paragraph)	

- Justification	of	Concept:	This	portion	of	your	paper	should	include	a	discussion	of	the	concept	with	powerful	
ideological	tenets	(more	than	one)	to	underpin	your	big	conceptual	idea.	Please	incorporate	at	least	three	
outside	sources	to	validate	your	concept	and	ideological	goals.	(3	paragraphs)	

- Goals	of	Concept	as	Realized	in	Musical	Expression:	This	portion	of	your	paper	should	include	a	detailed	rationale	
regarding	your	musical	choices.	Why	did	you	make	these	choices,	and	how	do	they	express	your	concept	and	
ideological	goals?	What	makes	these	musical	or	artistic	choices	creative?	(2-3	paragraphs)	

- Conclusion:	This	portion	of	your	paper	should	reiterate	what	you	want	the	audience	to	“take	away”	from	your	
performance.	(1	paragraph)	

	
FAQ:	

Can	one	person	“write”	our	paper.	
NO!		The	entire	group	must	contribute	to	the	final	paper.	While	one	person	can	collate	the	document	
as	a	whole,	one	group	member	cannot	write	all	the	prose.	Your	group	should	delegate	each	
component:	concept,	ideological	tenets,	musical	manifestation,	collating	all	aspects,	proof-reading	for	
clarity	and	grace,	etc.	Each	group	member	must	have	set	eyes	on	the	final	paper.	

	
	
Grading	Rubric	for	Final	Essay	&	Composition	

	 	 Final	Essay	 	 	

Criteria	 Advanced	 Proficient	 Developing	 Beginning	
Final	Essay	 Excellent	introduction	of	

concept	and	goals	for	final	
project;	excellent	
discussion	of	concept	with	
powerful	ideological	tenets	
(more	than	one)	to	
underpin	conceptual	idea;	
excellent,	detailed	
justification	of	musical	
components	and	meaning	
of	musical	piece	as	related	
to	concept	and	ideological	

Good	introduction	of	
concept	and	goals	for	
final	project;	good	
discussion	of	concept	
with	powerful	ideological	
tenets	(more	than	one)	to	
underpin	conceptual	
idea;	good	justification	of	
musical	components	and	
meaning	of	musical	piece	
as	related	to	concept	and	
ideological	tenets;	good	

General	doesn’t	clearly	
outline	the	concept	or	
goals	for	final	project;	
general	discussion	of	
ideological	tenets	to	
underpin	conceptual	idea	
OR	only	has	one	real	
tenant	to	support	
concept;	general	
justification	of	musical	
components	and	
meaning	of	musical	piece	

Vague	and	does	little	
to	address	meaning	or	
import	of	project	in	
any	real	way;	minimal	
discussion	of	
ideological	tenets	to	
underpin	conceptual	
idea;	minimal	
justification	of	musical	
components	and	
meaning	of	musical	
piece	as	related	to	
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tenets;	excellent	
conclusion	regarding	
audience	“take	away”	

conclusion	regarding	
audience	“take	away”	

as	related	to	concept	and	
ideological	tenets;	
general	doesn’t	clearly	
outline	the	conclusion	
regarding	audience	“take	
away”	

concept	and	
ideological	tenets;	
overly	vague	and	does	
little	to	address	
meaning	or	“take	
away”	in	any	real	way	

Points	 45-50	 40-44	 30-39	 0-30	

	 	 Final	Performance	 	 	

Criteria	 Advanced	 Proficient	 Developing	 Beginning	
I.	Introduction	to	
Performance	

Clear	introduction	of	
concept,	ideological	
tenets,	and	goals	for	
performance.	Presented	
professionally	and	
pointedly	

Good	introduction	of	
concept	ideological	
tenets,	and	goals	for	
performance.	Presented	
professionally	and	
pointedly	

General	introduction,	
doesn’t	clearly	outline	
the	concept,	goals,	or	
ideological	tenets	for	final	
performance.	Presented	
professionally,	but	not	
very	clearly	

Overly	vague	and	does	
little	to	address	
meaning	or	import	of	
project	in	any	real	way.	
Presented	
unprofessionally	and	
unclearly	

Points	 10	 8	 7	 6	

II.	Goals	of	concept	as	
realized	in	musical	
expression	

Powerful	justification	of	
musical	components	and	
meaning	of	musical	piece	
as	related	to	concept	and	
ideological	tenets	

Good	justification	of	
musical	components	and	
meaning	of	musical	piece	
as	related	to	concept	and	
ideological	tenets	

Okay	justification	of	
musical	components	and	
meaning	of	musical	piece	
as	related	to	concept	and	
ideological	tenets	

Vague	justification	of	
musical	components	
and	meaning	of	
musical	piece	as	
related	to	concept	and	
ideological	tenets	

Points	 25	 21	 18	 12	

III.	Creativity		 Musical	performance	
pushes	creative	boundaries	
and	is	nuanced	in	thought	
and	connection	to	concept	

Musical	performance	is	
somewhat	creative	and	is	
nuanced	in	thought	and	
connection	to	concept	

Musical	performance	is	
not	particularly	creative	–	
more	of	a	“literal”	
interpretation	of	concept	
with	a	few	creative	
elements	

Musical	performance	
shows	little	creativity	

Points	 25	 21	 18	 12	

IV.	Organization		 Musical	performance	well-
organized	and	focused.	It’s	
clear	the	group	has	
practiced	and	prepared.	

Musical	performance	is	
relatively	well-organized	
and	focused.	Group	
needs	a	bit	more	
practice.	

Musical	performance	is	
somewhat	well-organized	
and	focused.	Group	
needs	a	lot	more	
practice.	

Musical	performance	
is	not	well-organized	
and	focused.	Group	
“winging”	it	on	the	day	
of	the	performance.	

Points	 25	 21	 18	 12	

V.		Teamwork		 Musical	performance	
shows	a	clear	collaboration	
among	the	team	as	a	
whole	

Musical	performance	
shows	collaboration	
among	the	team	as	a	
whole	

Musical	performance	
shows	little	collaboration	
among	the	team	as	a	
whole	

Musical	performance	
shows	a	fractured	
team	not	working	
together	

Points	 15	 12	 10	 8	
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MUMH3010.001	
Dr.	A.	Prince	
april.prince@unt.edu	
Group	Assessment	
Assignment	Guidelines	
Due:	Middle	of	Week	15	(Wednesday	@	11.59pm)	
	
Instructions:	Please	complete	each	component	of	this	self	and	group	assessment.	Be	truthful	and	pointed	in	your	responses.	
For	the	embedded	rubrics,	please	briefly	assess	your	contribution,	along	with	each	member’s	contribution	by	choosing	the	
appropriate	level	and	writing	a	brief	comment	justifying	your	choice.	
	
I	will	take	into	account	each	group	member’s	contributions,	which	will	affect	the	final	grade	of	each	member.	This	survey	is	
anonymous	and	will	not	be	shared	with	the	group,	but	only	with	Dr.	Prince.	
	
	
Your	Group	Name:	
	
Your	name:	
	

Identify	your	group	members	by	name:	

1.	
2.	

3.	

4.	
5.		

	
Self-Assessment	

Identify	your	responsibilities	within	the	group:	(List	format	is	fine.)	
	
Did	you	complete	all	of	the	tasks	assigned	to	you?		 	

____	Yes		
____	No		
____	Most	of	them�	(Choose	one)	
	
If	either	the	above	answer	is	“no”	or	“most	of	them,”	explain	why	you	could	not	complete	all	of	your	assigned	
tasks.		

	
How	would	you	rate	your	participation	in	the	group?	(Choose	one.)	

____	I	was	incredibly	involved	in	each	phase	of	this	project.	
____	I	completed	all	work	assigned	to	me,	but	was	not	otherwise	involved.�	
____	I	completed	most	of	the	work	assigned	to	me	but	other	group	members	contributed	more	than	I.	
____	I	did	not	contribute	to	the	group	project.		(If	you	feel	the	need	to	defend	your	response,	do	so	here.)	

	
Letter	grade	you	would	award	yourself:	_____	(A,	A-,	B+,	B,	B-,	etc.)	
	

Teamwork	Rubric	Self-Assessment	to	Justify	Letter	Grade	
Criteria	 Advanced	 Proficient	 Developing	 Beginning	

Contribution	 Always	contributes	positively	
to	the	group	with	one	or	
more	of	the	following:	ideas,	
workload,	energy/motivation	

Frequently	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	with	
one	or	more	of	the	following:	
ideas,	workload,	
energy/motivation	

Sometimes	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	with	
one	or	more	of	the	following:	
ideas,	workload,	
energy/motivation	

Rarely	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	with	
one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	workload,	
energy/motivation	

Team	Member	Score	&	Why?	
(Choose	one	and	write	your	
rationale	in	the	box.)	

[Ex.	I	was	always	positive.	She	
completed	her	tasks	
efficiently	and	pulled	her	
own	weight.]	

	 	 	

Preparation	 Always	prepared	to	work	
with	the	team	

Frequently	prepared	to	work	
with	the	team	

Sometimes	prepared	to	work	
with	the	team	

Rarely	prepared	to	work	
with	the	team	
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Team	Member	Score	&	Why?	 	 [Ex.	I	was	unprepared	for	a	
few	sessions,	especially	when	
we	asked	her	to	acquire	
samples,	but	she	did	a	good	
job	on	the	whole.	

	 	

Collaboration	
	
	

	

Always	fosters	collaboration	
in	terms	of:	flexibility,	
objectivity,	acceptance	

Frequently	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Sometimes	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Rarely	fosters	collaboration	
in	terms	of:	flexibility,	
objectivity,	acceptance	

Team	Member	Score	&	Why?	 	 	 [Ex.	I	was	sometimes	not	
willing	to	work	with	the	group	
when	we	wanted	to	go	in	a	
new	direction.]	

	

Fosters	constructive	climate	
*	treats	team	members	with	
respect	
*	uses	constructive	
communication	
*	conveys	a	positive	attitude	
about	the	team	and	its	work	
*	motivates	teammates	by	
expressing	confidence	about	
the	importance	of	the	task	
and	the	team’s	ability	to	
accomplish	it	
*	provides	assistance	and/or	
encouragement	to	team	
members	

Always	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Frequently	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Sometimes	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Rarely	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Team	Member	Score	&	Why?	 	 	 	 [Ex.	I	was	rude,	difficult	to	
communicate	with,	was	
negative,	and	provided	no	
motivation	for	the	project.]	

Response	to	feedback	
constructively	

Always	responds	to	feedback	
constructively	

Frequently	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Sometimes	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Rarely	

Team	Member	Score	&	Why?	 	 [Ex.	I	accepted	our	feedback	
and	edited	her	portion	of	the	
project	accordingly.]		

	 	

	
	

Group	Members	Assessment	
	
1.	Identify	a	group	member:		
	
How	would	you	rate	this	person’s	participation	in	the	group?�(Choose	one)	

____	This	person	was	incredibly	involved	in	each	phase	of	this	project.�	
____	This	person	completed	all	work	assigned	to	him/her,	but	was	not	otherwise	involved.		
____	This	person	completed	most	of	the	work	assigned	to	him/her,	but	other	group	members	contributed	more	
than	he/she.�	
____	This	person	did	not	contribute	to	the	group	project.�	(If	you	feel	the	need	to	defend	your	response,	do	so	
here.)	

	
Letter	grade	you	would	award	this	group	member:	_____	(A,	A-,	B+,	B,	B-,	etc.)	
	

Teamwork	Rubric	Member	1-Assessment	to	Justify	Letter	Grade	
Criteria	 Advanced	 Proficient	 Developing	 Beginning	

Contribution	 Always	contributes	positively	
to	the	group	with	one	or	
more	of	the	following:	ideas,	
workload,	energy/motivation	

Frequently	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	with	
one	or	more	of	the	following:	
ideas,	workload,	
energy/motivation	

Sometimes	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	with	
one	or	more	of	the	following:	
ideas,	workload,	
energy/motivation	

Rarely	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	with	
one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	workload,	
energy/motivation	

Team	Member	Score	&	Why?	
(Choose	one	and	write	your	
rationale	in	the	box.)	

[Ex.	April	was	always	positive.	
She	completed	her	tasks	
efficiently	and	pulled	her	
own	weight.]	

	 	 	

Preparation	 Always	prepared	to	work	
with	the	team	

Frequently	prepared	to	work	
with	the	team	

Sometimes	prepared	to	work	
with	the	team	

Rarely	prepared	to	work	
with	the	team	
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Team	Member	Score	&	Why?	 	 [Ex.	Jessica	was	unprepared	
for	a	few	sessions,	especially	
when	we	asked	her	to	
acquire	samples,	but	she	did	
a	good	job	on	the	whole.	

	 	

Collaboration	
	
	

	

Always	fosters	collaboration	
in	terms	of:	flexibility,	
objectivity,	acceptance	

Frequently	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Sometimes	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Rarely	fosters	collaboration	
in	terms	of:	flexibility,	
objectivity,	acceptance	

Team	Member	Score	&	Why?	 	 	 [Ex.	Lisa	was	sometimes	not	
willing	to	work	with	the	group	
when	we	wanted	to	go	in	a	
new	direction.]	

	

Fosters	constructive	climate	
*	treats	team	members	with	
respect	
*	uses	constructive	
communication	
*	conveys	a	positive	attitude	
about	the	team	and	its	work	
*	motivates	teammates	by	
expressing	confidence	about	
the	importance	of	the	task	
and	the	team’s	ability	to	
accomplish	it	
*	provides	assistance	and/or	
encouragement	to	team	
members	

Always	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Frequently	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Sometimes	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Rarely	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Team	Member	Score	&	Why?	 	 	 	 [Ex.	Karen	was	rude,	
difficult	to	communicate	
with,	was	negative,	and	
provided	no	motivation	for	
the	project.]	

Response	to	feedback	
constructively	

Always	responds	to	feedback	
constructively	

Frequently	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Sometimes	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Rarely	

Team	Member	Score	&	Why?	 	 [Ex.	Jennifer	accepted	our	
feedback	and	edited	her	
portion	of	the	project	
accordingly.]		

	 	

	
	
2.	Identify	a	group	member:		
	
How	would	you	rate	this	person’s	participation	in	the	group?�(Choose	one)	

____	This	person	was	incredibly	involved	in	each	phase	of	this	project.�	
____	This	person	completed	all	work	assigned	to	him/her,	but	was	not	otherwise	involved.		
____	This	person	completed	most	of	the	work	assigned	to	him/her,	but	other	group	members	contributed	more	
than	he/she.�	
____	This	person	did	not	contribute	to	the	group	project.�	(If	you	feel	the	need	to	defend	your	response,	do	so	
here.)	

	
Letter	grade	you	would	award	this	group	member:	_____	(A,	A-,	B+,	B,	B-,	etc.)	
	

Teamwork	Rubric	Member	2-Assessment	to	Justify	Letter	Grade	
Criteria	 Advanced	 Proficient	 Developing	 Beginning	

Contribution	 Always	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Frequently	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Sometimes	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Rarely	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	(Choose	one	and	
write	your	rationale	in	
the	box.)	

[Ex.	April	was	always	
positive.	She	completed	
her	tasks	efficiently	and	
pulled	her	own	weight.]	
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Preparation	 Always	prepared	to	work	
with	the	team	

Frequently	prepared	to	
work	with	the	team	

Sometimes	prepared	to	
work	with	the	team	

Rarely	prepared	to	
work	with	the	team	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 [Ex.	Jessica	was	
unprepared	for	a	few	
sessions,	especially	when	
we	asked	her	to	acquire	
samples,	but	she	did	a	
good	job	on	the	whole.	

	 	

Collaboration	
	
	

	

Always	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Frequently	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Sometimes	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Rarely	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	
of:	flexibility,	
objectivity,	acceptance	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 	 [Ex.	Lisa	was	sometimes	
not	willing	to	work	with	
the	group	when	we	
wanted	to	go	in	a	new	
direction.]	

	

Fosters	constructive	
climate	
*	treats	team	members	
with	respect	
*	uses	constructive	
communication	
*	conveys	a	positive	
attitude	about	the	team	
and	its	work	
*	motivates	teammates	
by	expressing	confidence	
about	the	importance	of	
the	task	and	the	team’s	
ability	to	accomplish	it	
*	provides	assistance	
and/or	encouragement	to	
team	members	

Always	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Frequently	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Sometimes	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Rarely	supports	a	
constructive	team	
climate	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 	 	 [Ex.	Karen	was	rude,	
difficult	to	
communicate	with,	was	
negative,	and	provided	
no	motivation	for	the	
project.]	

Response	to	feedback	
constructively	

Always	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Frequently	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Sometimes	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Rarely	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 [Ex.	Jennifer	accepted	our	
feedback	and	edited	her	
portion	of	the	project	
accordingly.]		

	 	

	
	
3.	Identify	a	group	member:		
	
How	would	you	rate	this	person’s	participation	in	the	group?�(Choose	one)	

____	This	person	was	incredibly	involved	in	each	phase	of	this	project.�	
____	This	person	completed	all	work	assigned	to	him/her,	but	was	not	otherwise	involved.		
____	This	person	completed	most	of	the	work	assigned	to	him/her,	but	other	group	members	contributed	more	
than	he/she.�	
____	This	person	did	not	contribute	to	the	group	project.�	(If	you	feel	the	need	to	defend	your	response,	do	so	
here.)	

	
Letter	grade	you	would	award	this	group	member:	_____	(A,	A-,	B+,	B,	B-,	etc.)	
	

Teamwork	Rubric	Member	3-Assessment	to	Justify	Letter	Grade	
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Criteria	 Advanced	 Proficient	 Developing	 Beginning	

Contribution	 Always	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Frequently	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Sometimes	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Rarely	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	(Choose	one	and	
write	your	rationale	in	
the	box.)	

[Ex.	April	was	always	
positive.	She	completed	
her	tasks	efficiently	and	
pulled	her	own	weight.]	

	 	 	

Preparation	 Always	prepared	to	work	
with	the	team	

Frequently	prepared	to	
work	with	the	team	

Sometimes	prepared	to	
work	with	the	team	

Rarely	prepared	to	
work	with	the	team	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 [Ex.	Jessica	was	
unprepared	for	a	few	
sessions,	especially	when	
we	asked	her	to	acquire	
samples,	but	she	did	a	
good	job	on	the	whole.	

	 	

Collaboration	
	
	

	

Always	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Frequently	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Sometimes	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Rarely	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	
of:	flexibility,	
objectivity,	acceptance	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 	 [Ex.	Lisa	was	sometimes	
not	willing	to	work	with	
the	group	when	we	
wanted	to	go	in	a	new	
direction.]	

	

Fosters	constructive	
climate	
*	treats	team	members	
with	respect	
*	uses	constructive	
communication	
*	conveys	a	positive	
attitude	about	the	team	
and	its	work	
*	motivates	teammates	
by	expressing	confidence	
about	the	importance	of	
the	task	and	the	team’s	
ability	to	accomplish	it	
*	provides	assistance	
and/or	encouragement	to	
team	members	

Always	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Frequently	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Sometimes	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Rarely	supports	a	
constructive	team	
climate	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 	 	 [Ex.	Karen	was	rude,	
difficult	to	
communicate	with,	was	
negative,	and	provided	
no	motivation	for	the	
project.]	

Response	to	feedback	
constructively	

Always	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Frequently	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Sometimes	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Rarely	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 [Ex.	Jennifer	accepted	our	
feedback	and	edited	her	
portion	of	the	project	
accordingly.]		

	 	

	
	
4.	Identify	a	group	member:		
	
How	would	you	rate	this	person’s	participation	in	the	group?�(Choose	one)	
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____	This	person	was	incredibly	involved	in	each	phase	of	this	project.�	
____	This	person	completed	all	work	assigned	to	him/her,	but	was	not	otherwise	involved.		
____	This	person	completed	most	of	the	work	assigned	to	him/her,	but	other	group	members	contributed	more	
than	he/she.�	
____	This	person	did	not	contribute	to	the	group	project.�	(If	you	feel	the	need	to	defend	your	response,	do	so	
here.)	

	
Letter	grade	you	would	award	this	group	member:	_____	(A,	A-,	B+,	B,	B-,	etc.)	
	

Teamwork	Rubric	Member	2-Assessment	to	Justify	Letter	Grade	
Criteria	 Advanced	 Proficient	 Developing	 Beginning	

Contribution	 Always	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Frequently	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Sometimes	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Rarely	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	(Choose	one	and	
write	your	rationale	in	
the	box.)	

[Ex.	April	was	always	
positive.	She	completed	
her	tasks	efficiently	and	
pulled	her	own	weight.]	

	 	 	

Preparation	 Always	prepared	to	work	
with	the	team	

Frequently	prepared	to	
work	with	the	team	

Sometimes	prepared	to	
work	with	the	team	

Rarely	prepared	to	
work	with	the	team	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 [Ex.	Jessica	was	
unprepared	for	a	few	
sessions,	especially	when	
we	asked	her	to	acquire	
samples,	but	she	did	a	
good	job	on	the	whole.	

	 	

Collaboration	
	
	

	

Always	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Frequently	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Sometimes	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Rarely	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	
of:	flexibility,	
objectivity,	acceptance	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 	 [Ex.	Lisa	was	sometimes	
not	willing	to	work	with	
the	group	when	we	
wanted	to	go	in	a	new	
direction.]	

	

Fosters	constructive	
climate	
*	treats	team	members	
with	respect	
*	uses	constructive	
communication	
*	conveys	a	positive	
attitude	about	the	team	
and	its	work	
*	motivates	teammates	
by	expressing	confidence	
about	the	importance	of	
the	task	and	the	team’s	
ability	to	accomplish	it	
*	provides	assistance	
and/or	encouragement	to	
team	members	

Always	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Frequently	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Sometimes	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Rarely	supports	a	
constructive	team	
climate	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 	 	 [Ex.	Karen	was	rude,	
difficult	to	
communicate	with,	was	
negative,	and	provided	
no	motivation	for	the	
project.]	
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Response	to	feedback	
constructively	

Always	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Frequently	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Sometimes	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Rarely	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 [Ex.	Jennifer	accepted	our	
feedback	and	edited	her	
portion	of	the	project	
accordingly.]		

	 	

	
5.	Identify	a	group	member:		
	
How	would	you	rate	this	person’s	participation	in	the	group?�(Choose	one)	

____	This	person	was	incredibly	involved	in	each	phase	of	this	project.�	
____	This	person	completed	all	work	assigned	to	him/her,	but	was	not	otherwise	involved.		
____	This	person	completed	most	of	the	work	assigned	to	him/her,	but	other	group	members	contributed	more	
than	he/she.�	
____	This	person	did	not	contribute	to	the	group	project.�	(If	you	feel	the	need	to	defend	your	response,	do	so	
here.)	

	
Letter	grade	you	would	award	this	group	member:	_____	(A,	A-,	B+,	B,	B-,	etc.)	
	

Teamwork	Rubric	Member	2-Assessment	to	Justify	Letter	Grade	
Criteria	 Advanced	 Proficient	 Developing	 Beginning	

Contribution	 Always	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Frequently	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Sometimes	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Rarely	contributes	
positively	to	the	group	
with	one	or	more	of	the	
following:	ideas,	
workload,	
energy/motivation	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	(Choose	one	and	
write	your	rationale	in	
the	box.)	

[Ex.	April	was	always	
positive.	She	completed	
her	tasks	efficiently	and	
pulled	her	own	weight.]	

	 	 	

Preparation	 Always	prepared	to	work	
with	the	team	

Frequently	prepared	to	
work	with	the	team	

Sometimes	prepared	to	
work	with	the	team	

Rarely	prepared	to	
work	with	the	team	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 [Ex.	Jessica	was	
unprepared	for	a	few	
sessions,	especially	when	
we	asked	her	to	acquire	
samples,	but	she	did	a	
good	job	on	the	whole.	

	 	

Collaboration	
	
	

	

Always	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Frequently	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Sometimes	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	of:	
flexibility,	objectivity,	
acceptance	

Rarely	fosters	
collaboration	in	terms	
of:	flexibility,	
objectivity,	acceptance	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 	 [Ex.	Lisa	was	sometimes	
not	willing	to	work	with	
the	group	when	we	
wanted	to	go	in	a	new	
direction.]	

	

Fosters	constructive	
climate	
*	treats	team	members	
with	respect	
*	uses	constructive	
communication	
*	conveys	a	positive	
attitude	about	the	team	
and	its	work	
*	motivates	teammates	
by	expressing	confidence	
about	the	importance	of	

Always	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Frequently	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Sometimes	supports	a	
constructive	team	climate	

Rarely	supports	a	
constructive	team	
climate	
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the	task	and	the	team’s	
ability	to	accomplish	it	
*	provides	assistance	
and/or	encouragement	to	
team	members	
Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 	 	 [Ex.	Karen	was	rude,	
difficult	to	
communicate	with,	was	
negative,	and	provided	
no	motivation	for	the	
project.]	

Response	to	feedback	
constructively	

Always	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Frequently	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Sometimes	responds	to	
feedback	constructively	

Rarely	

Team	Member	Score	&	
Why?	

	 [Ex.	Jennifer	accepted	our	
feedback	and	edited	her	
portion	of	the	project	
accordingly.]		
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Syllabus	Appendix	II:	Policies	

	

Grade	of	I	(Incomplete)	

University	policy	specifies	that	the	grade	of	I-incomplete	is	“a	non-punitive	grade	given	only	during	the	last	one-fourth	of	a	

semester	and	only	if	a	student	is	(1)	passing	the	course;	(2)	has	justifiable	reason	why	the	work	cannot	be	completed	on	

schedule;	and	(3)	arranges	with	the	instructor	to	finish	the	course	at	a	later	date	by	completing	specific	requirements	that	

the	 instructor	must	 list	on	the	grade	sheet.	All	work	 in	 the	course	must	be	completed	within	 the	specified	time	(not	 to	

exceed	one	year	after	taking	the	course).”	

	

Fall	Semester	Academic	Schedule	(with	Add/Drop	Dates)	

	 http://registrar.unt.edu/registration/fall-registration-guide		

		

Academic	Dishonesty		

All	work	completed	for	this	class	is	expected	to	be	the	student’s	own,	and	academic	dishonesty	(including,	but	not	limited	

to,	plagiarism	on	papers	or	cheating	in	general)	will	be	punished.	Students	caught	cheating	or	plagiarizing	will	receive	a	“0”	

for	that	particular	assignment.	Additionally,	the	incident	will	be	reported	to	the	Dean	of	Students,	who	may	impose	further	

penalty.	 According	 to	 the	UNT	 catalog,	 the	 term	 “cheating”	 includes,	 but	 is	 not	 limited	 to:	 a.	 use	 of	 any	 unauthorized	

assistance	in	taking	quizzes,	tests,	or	examinations;	b.	dependence	upon	the	aid	of	sources	beyond	those	authorized	by	the	

instructor	 in	writing	 papers,	 preparing	 reports,	 solving	 problems,	 or	 carrying	 out	 other	 assignments;	 c.	 the	 acquisition,	

without	permission,	of	tests	or	other	academic	material	belonging	to	a	faculty	or	staff	member	of	the	university;	d.	dual	

submission	of	a	paper	or	project,	or	resubmission	of	a	paper	or	project	to	a	different	class	without	express	permission	from	

the	instructor(s);	or	e.	any	other	act	designed	to	give	a	student	an	unfair	advantage.	The	term	“plagiarism”	includes,	but	is	

not	limited	to:	a.	the	knowing	or	negligent	use	by	paraphrase	or	direct	quotation	of	the	published	or	unpublished	work	of	

another	person	without	full	and	clear	acknowledgment;	and	b.	the	knowing	or	negligent	unacknowledged	use	of	materials	

prepared	by	another	person	or	agency	engaged	in	the	selling	of	term	papers	or	other	academic	materials.		

	

The	university’s	policy	and	procedures	regarding	academic	integrity	can	be	found	here:	

http://facultysuccess.unt.edu/academic-integrity	

	

Conduct		

Student	behavior	 that	 interferes	with	an	 instructor’s	ability	 to	conduct	a	class	or	other	students'	opportunity	 to	 learn	 is	

unacceptable	and	disruptive	and	will	not	be	tolerated	in	any	instructional	forum	at	UNT.	Students	engaging	in	unacceptable	

behavior	will	be	directed	to	leave	the	classroom	and	the	instructor	may	refer	the	student	to	the	Dean	of	Students	to	consider	

whether	the	student's	conduct	violated	the	Code	of	Student	Conduct.	The	university's	expectations	for	student	conduct	

apply	to	all	instructional	forums,	including	university	and	electronic	classroom,	labs,	discussion	groups,	field	trips,	etc.	(Also	
see	below,	UNT	Care	Team)	

	

For	more	information,	please	see	the	Student	Code	of	Conduct,	which	can	be	found	here:		

https://deanofstudents.unt.edu/conduct	

	

Access	to	Information—Eagle	Connect	

Your	access	point	 for	business	and	academic	services	at	UNT	occurs	at	my.unt.edu.	All	official	communication	 from	the	

university	will	be	delivered	to	your	Eagle	Connect	account.	For	more	information,	please	visit	the	website	that	explains	Eagle	

Connect	and	how	to	forward	your	e-mail:	eagleconnect.unt.edu/		
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ODA	Statement	

The	University	of	North	Texas	makes	reasonable	academic	accommodation	for	students	with	disabilities.	Students	seeking	

accommodation	must	first	register	with	the	Office	of	Disability	Accommodation	(ODA)	to	verify	their	eligibility.	If	a	disability	

is	verified,	the	ODA	will	provide	you	with	an	accommodation	letter	to	be	delivered	to	faculty	to	begin	a	private	discussion	

regarding	 your	 specific	 needs	 in	 a	 course.	 You	 may	 request	 accommodations	 at	 any	 time,	 however,	 ODA	 notices	 of	

accommodation	should	be	provided	as	early	as	possible	in	the	semester	to	avoid	any	delay	in	implementation.	Note	that	

students	must	obtain	a	new	letter	of	accommodation	for	every	semester	and	must	meet	with	each	faculty	member	prior	to	

implementation	in	each	class.	For	additional	information	see	the	Office	of	Disability	Accommodation.	

	

For	additional	information	see	the	Office	of	Disability	Accommodation	website	here,	disability.unt.edu.	You	may	also	contact	

them	by	phone:	(940)	565-4323.	

	

Financial	Aid	and	Satisfactory	Academic	Progress	

A	student	must	maintain	Satisfactory	Academic	Progress	(SAP)	to	continue	to	receive	financial	aid.		Students	must	maintain	

a	minimum	2.0	cumulative	GPA	in	addition	to	successfully	completing	a	required	number	of	credit	hours	based	on	total	

registered	hours	per	term.			Students	cannot	exceed	attempted	credit	hours	above	150%	of	their	required	degree	plan.		If	a	

student	does	not	maintain	the	required	standards,	the	student	may	lose	their	financial	aid	eligibility.	

	

Students	holding	music	scholarships	must	maintain	a	minimum	2.5	overall	cumulative	GPA	and	3.0	cumulative	GPA	in	music	

courses.	

	

If	at	any	point	you	consider	dropping	this	or	any	other	course,	please	be	advised	that	the	decision	to	do	so	may	have	the	

potential	to	affect	your	current	and	future	financial	aid	eligibility.	It	is	recommended	that	you	to	schedule	a	meeting	with	

an	academic	advisor	in	your	college	or	visit	the	Student	Financial	Aid	and	Scholarships	office	to	discuss	dropping	a	course	

being	doing	so.	

LINK:			http://financialaid.unt.edu/sap	

	

Retention	of	Student	Records	

Student	records	pertaining	to	this	course	are	maintained	in	a	secure	location	by	the	instructor	of	record.	All	records	such	as	

exams,	answer	sheets	(with	keys),	and	written	papers	submitted	during	the	duration	of	the	course	are	kept	for	at	least	one	

calendar	 year	 after	 course	 completion.	 Course	 work	 completed	 via	 the	 Blackboard	 online	 system,	 including	 grading	

information	and	comments,	 is	also	 stored	 in	a	 safe	electronic	environment	 for	one	year.	You	have	a	 right	 to	view	your	

individual	 record;	however,	 information	about	your	records	will	not	be	divulged	to	other	 individuals	without	the	proper	

written	consent.		

	

You	are	encouraged	to	review	the	Public	Information	Policy	and	the	Family	Educational	Rights	and	Privacy	Act	(FERPA)	laws	

and	the	university’s	policy	in	accordance	with	those	mandates	at	the	following	link:	http://ferpa.unt.edu/	

	

Responding	to	Students	in	Distress	

Please	visit	the	CARE	Team	website	to	tips	to	recognize	students	in	distress	and	what	you	need	to	do	in	cases	of	extreme	

behavior	or	references	to	suicide.	You	can	find	more	information	here	http://studentaffairs.unt.edu/care	

	

Student	Perceptions	of	Teaching	(SPOT)	

Student	feedback	is	important	and	an	essential	part	of	participation	in	this	course.	The	student	evaluation	of	instruction	is	

a	 requirement	 for	 all	 organized	 classes	 at	 UNT.	 The	 short	 SPOT	 survey	will	 be	made	 available	 to	 provide	 you	with	 an	

opportunity	 to	 evaluate	 how	 this	 course	 is	 taught.	 For	 additional	 information,	 please	 visit	 the	 spot	 website	 at	

www.spot.unt.edu	or	email	spot@unt.edu.	

	

Turnitin	Statement	and	Students’	Rights	

Students	might	be	asked	to	submit	some	work	for	this	class	to	Turnitin,	a	web-based	plagiarism	detection	service.		
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Modifications	

Circumstances	are	apt	to	change	during	the	semester	and	the	instructor	reserves	the	right	to	alter	or	modify	this	course	

syllabus.	Any	and	all	modifications	to	the	syllabus	will	be	submitted	to	you	in	writing	and	discussed	in	class.	

	


